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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS  TEZPUR, 

SONITPUR 

G. R Case No. 1959/12 

U/s   384/34 IPC read with section 10 /13  

of unlawful Activities ( Prevention ) Act 1967 

State  

Vs  

1)Gumchur Daimary 

S/O Daniel Daimary 

R.O No 5 Tambari 

2) Bipul Narzary 

S.O Kamala Narzary 

R.O No 2 Phulguri 

3) Pranab Jyoti Sarma 

S.O Ranjit Ch. Sarma 

R.O Chariduar 

4) Ali Hussain 

S.O Abdul Sahid 

R.O  Rangapara M.G Road 

All are under P.S Rangapara 

Dist Sonitpur 
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                                    ….........Accused persons 

Present : Aklima Begum 

Munsiff 1 cum J.M.F.C. ,Tezpur, Sonitpur 

Advocates appeared 

For the state: Learned A.P.P 

For the accused: N Islam and others 

Charged framed on :30.03.2016 

Evidence recorded on: 7.06.2016, 1/9/2016 

Argument heard on: 14.03.2017 

Judgment delivered on: 14.03.2017 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The factual matrix leading to institution of this case is that 

complainant Sri Jophen Mundackan, Father of  Saint Paul School had lodged an 

FIR with Rangapara P.S  inter alia stating that  on 1st day of august 2012 Saint 

Pual School had received an extortion letter from an outfit called NDFB 

demanding  six lakh  after which  the informant has lodged this FIR seeking 

protection. 

  

2. The ejahar was received and registered as Rangapara PS case 

No. 112/2015 u/s 384  IPC read with section 10/13 UA(P) Act. 

 

3. The I/O after due investigation of the case submitted charge 

sheet u/s 387/34 IPC against the accused persons above named. 

 

4. In due course of time the accused persons appeared to face trial. 
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5. Copy of the relevant documents was furnished to the accused 

persons. 

 6. On perusal of the case record sufficient ground u/s 384/34 of 

IPC  read with section 10/13 UA(P) Act were found against the accused persons 

and accordingly charge under the above sections were  framed, said charge were 

read over and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried.  

 

                   7. The prosecution has examined one witness. The statement of the 

accused person u/s 313 Cr. PC has been dispensed with as no incriminating 

material was found against the accused person. The defense side adduced no 

evidence and pleaded for total denial.   

 

8. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

i) Whether on 1st day of august 2012, the accused persons in 

furtherance of their common intention, had intentionally put the Father of Saint 

Paul School, Rangapara in fear of death and dishonestly induced him to deliver 

Rs 6,00,000/- and in doing so committed an offence u/s 384/34 IPC? 

 

ii) Whether on 1st day of august 2012 , the accused persons were 

the member of unlawful association namely NDFB and in doing so committed 

an offence u/s 10 of Unlawful Activities ( Prevention) Act 1967? 

 

iii) Whether on 1st day of august 2012 , the accused persons has 

committed unlawful act i.e intentionally put the Father of Saint Pau-l School, 

Rangapara in fear of death and dishonestly induced him to deliver Rs 6,00,000/- 

and in doing so committed an offence u/s 13 of Unlawful Activities ( 

Prevention) Act 1967? 

 

                   9. I have heard the oral arguments put forward by both the 

Counsels. I have also gone through the entire evidence available on record. My 

discussion and reasons for the decision are discussed below. 

 

                 10..DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 
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  To substantiate the allegation averred in FIR, the prosecution has examined the 

informant as PW 1 who in his evidence, has deposed that he did not accused 

person standing in the dock personally . PW 1 has deposed that in the year 2012 

he has received a demand letter  of Rs 6,00,000/-  from NDFB and asked him to 

hand over the said money. Then he showed the same to local Bodo Person  

namely Amen Daimary who has taken the said letter to NDFB  who has told that 

said letter is not genuine  after which he has lodged the FIR. PW 1 has exhibited 

the FIR as Ext 1 and his signature as Ext 1(1). It is also stated that when they 

went to a place then some persons came to take the money and police has 

caught them.  

In cross examination, the PW 1 has stated that said letter was in the letter box. 

PW 1 also deposed that police has  not recorded his statement and that after 

filing of FIR he has not pursued the case. PW 1 also deposed that none from 

NDFB came to receive the amount. 

 

The  PW 2 in his evidence has deposed that  he does not accused . PW 2 has 

deposed that in the year 2012 the father has told him that he has received the 

demand letter from NDFB. PW 2 has  deposed that he did not know what 

happened thereafter. PW 2 also deposed that he did not who had kept the letter 

in the letter box. In cross examination the PW 2 also deposed that he came to 

know about the incident from the Father of school and has no personal 

knowledge about the incident. PW 2 also deposed that he did not recognize the 

accused person. 

The PW 3 also in his evidence has deposed that he could not recognize the 

accused persons. The PW 3 also deposed that 2 /3 years ago two boys has 

handed over a letter to him and asked him to give the same to the Father after 

which he has dropped the letter in letter box. PW 3 also stated that police has 

come and had taken his signature on piece of paper. PW 3 exhibited the seizure 

list as Ext 2 and his signature as Ext 2(1). In cross examination the PW 3 has 

deposed that he has signed in the seizure list only because the police has asked 

him to do so. PW 3 also stated that police has not shown any document at the 

time of seizure and that he  could not recognize anyone.  
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I have scrutinized the evidence of PWs to arrive at a definite conclusion. 

Scanning the evidence of PWs it appears that the PW 1 has stated nothing 

showing that accused standing in dock are the persons involved in the 

commission of alleged offence of demanding money from him. The PW 1 has 

deposed that he had received a demand letter but failed  depose anything as to 

who has sent the letter . Rather he failed to recognize the persons standing in 

dock. Nothing was deposed by PW 1 from which it can be said that accused 

persons were the members of NDFB outfit. Nothing was deposed by PW 1 stating 

that accused person standing in dock has sent the demand letter since he himself 

has stated that he has received the said letter in letter box. PW 1 has not stated 

anything to show that he has seen the accused person dropping the said letter in 

letter box. In fact the PW 1 himself has deposed that he does not recognize the 

accused person.  The PW 1 failed to exhibit the demand letter in this case. Hence 

, from the above it can be said that PW 1 fails to implicate the accused persons 

in this case. Moreover, PW 1 has stated that his statement was not recorded by 

police hence whatever is said by PW 1 is spoken for the first time .Omission to 

state anything before police just after occurrence of incident casts an doubt on 

the very genuineness of the case.   

 

From the above deposition of the PW 2 it can be said that PW 2 had not seen the 

incident since he himself has deposed that he did not who had kept the letter in 

the letter box. Moreover, in cross examination the PW 2 also deposed that he 

came to know about the incident from the Father of school and has no personal 

knowledge about the incident and that he did not recognize the accused person. 

From the above, it can be held that the PW 2 had stated nothing incriminating 

the accused person showing involvement of accused persons in the commission 

of offence being member of unlawful association namely NDFB Outfit. The PW 2 

failed to corroborate the case of prosecution as averred in FIR. 

 

From the evidence of PW 3 it is crystal clear that PW 3 failed to implicate the 

accused persons. Though the PW 3 has stated that two boys has handed over a 

letter  to him but he failed to recognize the accused person to be said two 

persons. Nothing was deposed by PW 3 showing that accused persons were 

involved in the case. The PW 3 failed to corroborate the case of prosecution and 
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evidence of PW 1. The prosecution has failed to examine any other witness to 

substantiate the case of prosecution.  

                            

                    11. From the deposition of PW1 and PW 2 and PW 3 it appears 

that the PW 1 and 2 and PW 3 stated nothing against the accused person as 

such failed to implicate the accused persons in this case. There is nothing 

incriminating found against the accused person from which it can be said that 

accused were member of NDFB outfit and has demanded amount of Rs 

6,00,000/- by sending a demand notice  any money from informant being a 

member of unlawful association.  The complainant himself has failed to support 

and corroborated his case as averred in his FIR. PW  2 and PW 3 failed to 

corroborate the evidence of PW 1 and case of prosecution. The averment made 

in FIR has not been corroborated and supported by the evidence of PW 1 and 2 

and PW 3.  The PWs themselves have not supported the allegation made in FIR.   

 

                  12. Under the above facts and circumstances, I am of 

the opinion that the Prosecution has failed to establish the case u/s 384/34 IPC 

read with section 10/13  of Unlawful Activities ( Prevention) Act 1967 the 

accused person beyond reasonable doubt. Hence the accused persons are  

acquitted from the offences u/s 384/34 IPC read with section 10/13  of 

Unlawful Activities ( Prevention) Act 1967 and set at liberty forthwith.  

 

                 13. Bail bond and affidavit furnished by the bailor is extended for a 

period of six months from today. 

  

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on   the 14th     day of  March 2017 

at Tezpur, Sonitpur.                                                                   

    

 

 

 Smti. Aklima Begum 

Munsiff 1 cum  

 JMFC, Tezpur,  Sonitpur 
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 APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution witnesses: 

PW1— Father Joseph ( informant) 

PW 2  Adlyn Marry 

PW 3 Peter Guria 

Exhibits for the prosecution 

Ext 1………….ejahar 

Ext 1(1) signature of informant 

Ext 2 seizure list 

Ext 2(1) signature of Peter Guria 

Defence witness : 

Nil 

Exhibits for defence 

Nil 
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Smti Aklima Begum 

Munsiff 1 cum  

 JMFC, Tezpur , Sonitpur 


